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Abstract
We study N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories on squashed 3-sphere and S1× S2.
Recent studies have shown that the partition functions in a class of N = 2 theories
have factorized forms in terms of vortex and anti-vortex partition functions by ex-
plicitly evaluating matrix integrals obtained from Coulomb branch localization. We
directly derive this structure by performing Higgs branch localization. It turns out
that more general N = 2 theories have this factorization property. We also discuss the
factorization of supersymmetric Wilson loop.
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1 Introduction
Recently there has been much progress in understanding non-perturbative aspects of su-
persymmetric (SUSY) field theories. Following to the seminal work by Pestun [1], SUSY
localization has enabled us to exactly evaluate path integrals in diverse SUSY theories. One
of the most interesting classes of such theories is three-dimensional N = 2 gauge theory on
curved background. Since the N = 2 theories have various dualities expected from string
theory and include low-energy effective theories of M2-branes as special cases, their better
understanding would shed light to non-perturbative understanding of string/M-theory.
In this paper we study the N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories on a squashed 3-sphere
and S1 × S2. Several works have shown that Coulomb branch localization reduces a class of
BPS observables in the N = 2 theories to certain matrix integrals [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] (see also
[8, 9, 10, 11]). Furthermore recent studies [12, 13] have revealed that the partition functions
of some N = 2 gauge theories on the squashed 3-sphere have the factorization property:
Z ∼
∑
i
Z
(i)
V Z¯
(i)
V , (1.1)
by explicitly evaluating the matrix integrals. Here Z
(i)
V and Z¯
(i)
V have been expected to be
vortex and anti-vortex functions on R2 × S1, respectively. Remarkably, similar structure
has also appeared in 3d N = 2 superconfomal indices in terms of the same (anti-)vortex
partition function [14, 15]. This implies that partition functions of 3d N = 2 theories on
various spaces consist of the same building blocks referred to as holomorphic block [16] (see
also [17, 18, 19]). Thus one can expect that the holomorphic block is more fundamental
quantity in the 3d N = 2 theories. Despite of such illuminating structure, we still lack for
direct understanding of this structure. In this paper we directly derive the vortex structure
by performing Higgs branch localization as in two dimensions [20, 21], and give precise
identifications of parameters in the vortex partition functions. Moreover we find that the
factorization property appears in more general N = 2 theories than the ones studied in
[12, 13]. We also discuss the factorization property of supersymmetric Wilson loop.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce the N = 2 supersymmetric
gauge theory on 3d ellipsoid in section 2, which is review of [2, 4]. We also review Coulomb
branch localization by using index theorem [4] in section 3 because this computation is quite
useful also for Higgs branch localization. In section 4, we perform Higgs branch localization
and show that part of saddle points in path integral are given by BPS vortex configurations.
In section 5, we introduce vortex world line theory for N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory
and evaluate the vortex partition function via localization. In other words, we explicitly
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show that the function Z
(i)
V (Z¯
(i)
V ) appeared in (1.1) are actually the (anti-)vortex function
on R2 × S1 in our situation. In section 6, we discuss the factorization property of BPS
Wilson loop on the squashed sphere. In section 7, we provide some interesting examples. In
section 8, we apply Higgs branch localization to superconformal index. Section 9 is devoted
to conclusion.
Note added
When our paper was ready1 for submission to the arXiv, there appeared a paper [22] which
has a few overlaps with ours.
2 N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory on the 3d ellip-
soid
In this section we briefly introduce N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory on three dimensional
ellipsoid. This section is essentially review of [2, 4].
2.1 Three dimensional ellipsoid
In this paper we choose 3d ellipsoid S3b as a squashed 3-sphere, which is defined by the
following hypersurface2:
x20 + x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 = 1, (2.1)
in the space with the metric
ds2 = l2(dx20 + dx
2
1) + l˜
2(dx22 + dx
2
3). (2.2)
There are two convenient coordinates in our context. First one is torus fibration coordinate:
(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (cosϑ cosϕ2, cosϑ sinϕ2, sinϑ cosϕ1, sinϑ sinϕ1), (2.3)
with 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π/2, 0 ≤ ϕ1 < 2π, 0 ≤ ϕ2 < 2π. In this coordinate, the metric and orthogonal
frame are given by
ds2 = R2
(
f(ϑ)2dϑ2 + b2 sin2 ϑdϕ21 + b
−2 cos2 ϑdϕ22
)
,
e1 = Rb−1 cosϑdϕ2, e
2 = −Rb sin ϑdϕ1, e3 = Rf(ϑ)dϑ, (2.4)
where
R =
√
ll˜, b =
√
l˜/l, f(ϑ) =
√
b−2 sin2 ϑ+ b2 cos2 ϑ. (2.5)
1 Preliminary version of our results were presented by M. F. at “The Physical Society of Japan Autumn
Meeting 2013”, Kochi University, Japan September 20-23 2013.
2 There are also other choices of squashed spheres [3, 9, 11] (see also [10, 23]). However they present the
same partition function as long as we consider 1-parameter deformation of the round sphere with keeping
SUSY [24].
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Killing spinors in this space satisfy
Dµǫ =
i
2Rf(ϑ)
γµǫ, Dµǫ¯ =
i
2Rf(ϑ)
γµǫ¯, (2.6)
where the covariant derivative is defined by turning on a background U(1) gauge field V =
1
2
(1− b
f
)dϕ1 +
1
2
(1− b−1
f
)dϕ2 additionally. These equations are solved by [2]
3
ǫ =
1√
2
(
e
i
2
(ϕ1+ϕ2+θ)
e
i
2
(ϕ1+ϕ2−θ)
)
, ǫ¯ =
1√
2
(
−e− i2 (ϕ1+ϕ2−θ)
e−
i
2
(ϕ1+ϕ2+θ)
)
. (2.7)
The other convenient coordinate is Hopf fibration coordinate given by
ϑ =
1
2
θ, ϕ1 =
1
2
(ψ − φ), ϕ2 = 1
2
(ψ + φ). (2.8)
Note that its “S2 part” has north and south poles at θ = 0 and θ = π, respectively.
2.2 Vector multiplet
Let us start with N = 2 vector multiplet on S3b . The action of N = 2 super Yang-Mills
theory (SYM) is given by
SYM =
1
g2YM
∫
d3x
√
gTr
[1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
DµσD
µσ +
1
2
(
D +
σ
Rf(ϑ)
)2
+
i
2
λ¯γµDµλ+
i
2
λ¯[σ, λ]− 1
4Rf(ϑ)
λ¯λ
]
. (2.9)
This action is invariant under the following SUSY transformation4:
QAµ = −1
2
λ¯γµǫ− 1
2
ǫ¯γµλ,
Qσ =
i
2
λ¯ǫ+
i
2
ǫ¯λ,
Qλ =
(
1
2
ǫµνρF
νρ −Dµσ
)
γµǫ− iDǫ− i
Rf(ϑ)
σǫ,
Qλ¯ =
(
1
2
ǫµνρF
νρ +Dµσ
)
γµǫ¯+ iDǫ¯+
i
Rf(ϑ)
σǫ¯,
QD =
1
2
ǫ¯γµDµλ− 1
2
Dµλ¯γ
µǫ− 1
2
[ǫ¯λ, σ] +
1
2
[λ¯ǫ, σ] +
1
4Rf(ϑ)
(ǫ¯λ− λ¯ǫ),
(2.10)
with the “commuting“ spinors ǫ and ǫ¯. One can show that Q2 generates
Q2 = iLv + iσ − vµAµ + 1
2R
(b+ b−1)R, (2.11)
3 Our notation is slightly different from [2]: (ϑ, ϕ1, ϕ2)here = (θ,−χ, ϕ)there, (ǫ, ǫ¯)here = (−ǫ¯, ǫ)there.
4 See appendix.B for detail.
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where
v = ǫ¯γµˆǫeµˆ = R
−1
(
b−1
∂
∂ϕ1
+ b
∂
∂ϕ2
)
, (2.12)
Lv is a Lie-derivative along the v and R is the R-symmetry generator. Note that we can
write the SYM Lagrangian to be Q-exact up to total derivatives:
LYM = QVvec, with Vvec = Tr(Qλ)
†λ+ (Qλ¯)†λ¯
4
, (2.13)
if we take the integral contour of D to be real. We can also consider supersymmetric Chern-
Simons term and Fayet-Illiopoulos (FI) term as
SCS =
iκ
4π
∫
d3x
√
gTr
[
ǫµνρ
(
Aµ∂νAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ
)
− λ¯λ+ 2Dσ
]
, (2.14)
SFI = − iζ
2πR
∫
d3x
√
g
(
D − 1
Rf(ϑ)
σ
)
, (2.15)
respectively.
BPS configuration
From the Q-exact SYM action (2.9), we immediately find the following BPS configuration
Fµν = 0, Dµσ = 0, D = − 1
Rf(ϑ)
σ. (2.16)
This is nothing but the saddle point used for the Coulomb branch localization [2, 4]. Note
that this configuration does not include BPS vortex configurations, which we desire in Higgs
branch localization. One can show that relaxing the reality condition of D in (2.13) enables
us to find the wider BPS configuration
F12 = 0. F23 + ImD cosϑ = 0, F31 − ImD sin ϑ = 0,
Dµσ = 0, ReD = − σ
Rf(ϑ)
,
(2.17)
which does not contradict the BPS vortex configuration5. As we will see later, an appropriate
choice of a deformation term leads us to a natural change of the integral contour of D
from real to complex and serves a nontrivial ImD. Then we will obtain the desired vortex
configurations at the north pole (ϑ = 0) and south pole (ϑ = π/2) as the saddle points of
localization.
5 The same procedure has been performed in the 2-dimensional case [20].
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2.3 Chiral multiplet
Let us consider matter sector. The action is given by
Smat =
∫
d3x
√
g
(
Dµφ¯D
µφ+ φ¯σ2φ+
i(2∆− 1)
Rf(ϑ)
φ¯σφ+
∆(2−∆)
(Rf(ϑ))2
φ¯φ+ iφ¯Dφ+ F¯F
− iψ¯γµDµψ + iψ¯σψ − 2∆− 1
2Rf(ϑ)
ψ¯ψ + iψ¯λφ− iφ¯λ¯ψ
)
, (2.18)
which is invariant under the SUSY transformation
Qφ = iǫ¯ψ,
Qφ¯ = iǫψ¯,
Qψ = −γµǫDµφ− ǫσφ− i∆
Rf(ϑ)
ǫφ+ iǫ¯F,
Qψ¯ = −γµǫ¯Dµφ¯− φ¯σǫ¯− i∆
Rf(ϑ)
φ¯ǫ¯+ iF¯ ǫ,
QF = ǫ(−γµDµψ + σψ + λφ) + i
2Rf(ϑ)
(2∆− 1)ǫψ,
QF¯ = ǫ¯(−γµDµψ¯ + ψ¯σ − φ¯λ¯) + i
2Rf(ϑ)
(2∆− 1)ǫ¯ψ¯.
(2.19)
We have assigned R-charges:(−∆,∆, 1 − ∆,∆ − 1, 2 − ∆,∆ − 2) to (φ, φ¯, ψ, ψ¯, F, F¯ ), re-
spectively. For the Coulomb branch localization, the authors in [4] have used the following
deformation term:
Lψ = QVchi, with Vchi = (Qψ)
†ψ + (Qψ¯)†ψ¯
2
. (2.20)
Completing square leads us to
Lψ|Bos. = |sin ϑD1φ+ cosϑD2φ+ iD3φ|2 + |σφ|2 + |F |2
+
∣∣∣∣cos ϑD1φ− sinϑD2φ+ i∆Rf(ϑ)φ
∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.21)
BPS configuration
From (2.21), we find BPS configuration for chiral multiplet as
sinϑD1φ+ cosϑD2φ+ iD3φ = 0, σφ = 0, F = 0,
cosϑD1φ− sinϑD2φ+ i∆
Rf(ϑ)
φ = 0. (2.22)
3 Localization on Coulomb branch
In this section we review the Coulomb branch localization of the N = 2 theories on the
ellipsoid by the index theorem. Although this has been already done in [4], the computation
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technique is quite useful also for Higgs branch localization as we will see in the next section.
Choosing the deformation term QV as
QV = LYM + Lψ, (3.1)
we find the following Coulomb branch localized configuration:
Aµ = 0, σ = const., D = − 1
Rf(ϑ)
σ, φ = F = 0. (3.2)
Our remaining task is only to compute the one-loop determinant around the saddle point.
3.1 Gauge fixing
In order to compute the one-loop determinant, we have to perform gauge fixing. We introduce
BRST transformation by
QBAµ = Dµc, QBc = − i
2
[c, c], QB c¯ = B, QBB = 0, (3.3)
where c, c¯ are ghosts and B is Nakanishi-Lautrap field. Then we find gauge fixing action as
Lgh = QBVgh = QBTr
[
c¯
(
G(A˜) +
ξ
2
B
)]
, (3.4)
where G(Φ) is the gauge fixing function and Φ˜ stands for the fluctuation from the localized
configuration Φ(0) given by
Φ˜ = Φ− Φ(0). (3.5)
We also specify SUSY transformations for ghosts and Nakanishi-Lautrap field as
Qc = σ˜ + ivµA˜µ, Qc¯ = 0, QB = iv
µD(0)µ c¯+ i[σ
(0), c¯]. (3.6)
Then Qˆ = Q +QB generates
Qˆ2 = iLv + iσ(0) − vµA(0)µ +
1
2R
(b+ b−1)R. (3.7)
Although we had omitted the gauge fixing in the above sections for simplicity, precisely
speaking, we have to choose the deformation term as
QV → QˆVˆ , where Vˆ = V + Vgh. (3.8)
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3.2 One-loop determinant
We compute the one-loop determinant around (3.2) by the index theorem along the argument
in [4]. First it is convenient to define bosonic and fermionic coordinates (X0, X1) as,
X0 = (X
vec
0 ;X
chi
0 ) = (A˜µ;φ, φ¯), X1 = (X
vec
1 ;X
chi
1 ) = (Λ, c, c¯; ǫψ, ǫ¯ψ¯), (3.9)
where
Λ = ǫ¯λ+ ǫλ¯. (3.10)
Then we can write quadratic fluctuation part of QˆVˆ as
QˆVˆ |quad = (X0, QˆX1)
(
Qˆ2 0
0 1
)(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
X0, QˆX1
)
−(QˆX0, X1)
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
1 0
0 Qˆ2
)(
QˆX0, X1
)
. (3.11)
Since [Qˆ2, D10] = 0 and non-zero modes ofD10 are paired, the one-loop determinant is simply
given by
Z1−loop =
(
det Qˆ2|CoKerD10
det Qˆ2|KerD10
) 1
2
. (3.12)
Therefore once we know the equivariant index indD10, we can find the one-loop determinant
by the rule
indD10 =
∑
j
cje
wj → Z1−loop =
∏
j
w
−
cj
2
j . (3.13)
Note that although these operators are infinite dimensional, the index is well-defined when
D10 is at least transversally elliptic [25]. Thus our problem is reduced to compute the
equivariant index. Although we would like to use the index theorem to obtain the index as
in [1, 20], there is no fixed point on S3b . The authors of [4] have resolved this problem in the
following way. First we rewrite the vector field v in terms of the Hopf-fibration coordinate
as
v = ǫ¯γµǫ ∂µ =
1
R
(
b−1∂ϕ1 + b ∂ϕ2
)
=
1
R
(
(b+ b−1)∂ψ + (b− b−1)∂φ
)
. (3.14)
Here we have two U(1) actions generated by ∂ψ and ∂φ. Especially ∂ψ rotates the Hopf fiber
and acts on S3b freely. In fact we can show that each D10 in vector and chiral multiplets is
transversally elliptic with respect to these actions. It is known that when a part of the group
action is free, a transversally elliptic operator can be reduced to the one on the quotient
space [25]. Namely, D10 is reduced to the one on the base S
2 in our case. Then the index
theorem says that we have only to compute contributions from fixed points of ∂φ-action,
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which are the north pole (θ = 0) and south pole (θ = π). As a result, the authors in [4] have
found the indices as
ind(Dchi10 ) = 2
(
exp
[∏
ω∈R
∞∏
m=0
∞∏
n=0
i
{
mb+ nb−1 +
Q
2
− iω(σˆ)− Q
2
(1−∆)
}]
− exp
[ ∏
ω∈R
∞∏
m=0
∞∏
n=0
−i
{
mb+ nb−1 +
Q
2
+ iω(σˆ) +
Q
2
(1−∆)
}])
,
ind(Dvec10 ) = −
∑
n∈Z
einb
∑
α
eα(σˆ) −
∑
n∈Z
einb
−1
∑
α
eα(σˆ), (3.15)
where Q ≡ b + b−1, σˆ ≡ Rσ, ω and α denote weights in representation R and the roots in
the gauge group. Thus applying the rule (3.13) leads us to the one-loop determinants
Z
(1−loop)
chi =
∏
w∈R
sb
(
iQ
2
(1−∆)− w(σˆ)
)
,
Z(1−loop)vec =
∏
α>0
sinh(πbα(σˆ)) sinh(πb−1α(σˆ)). (3.16)
4 Localization on Higgs branch
In this section we perform Higgs branch localization of the ellipsoid partition function.
4.1 Localized configuration
As a deformation term, we take6
LYM + Lψ + LH . (4.1)
While we have used LYM (2.13) and Lψ (2.20) in the Coulomb branch localization, LH is
the new deformation term for our Higgs branch localization defined by
LH = QVH = i−1QTr
[(ǫ†λ− ǫ¯†λ¯)h
4i
]
, (4.2)
as in the two dimensional case [20, 21]. Here h is a function of scalars and we take h
case by case depending on the field content. For example, if we consider N = 2 theory
with fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets including scalar fields φ and φ˜,
respectively, then we choose h as
h = φφ† − φ˜†φ˜− χ1N , (4.3)
where χ is a parameter7 taken to be χ→ ±∞ later. When we further add an adjoint chiral
multiplet with its scalar X , h becomes
h = [X,X†] + φφ† − φ˜†φ˜− χ1N . (4.4)
6 Below we take R = 1. Dependence on R can be easily recovered by dimensional analysis.
7 A physical meaning of χ is FI-parameter in vortex world line theory as we will see below. The limit
χ→ ±∞ corresponds to the limit in which the vortex becomes point-like.
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In terms of h, we can write the Bosonic part of LH as
LH |Bos. = Tr
[(
−1
2
cosϑF23 +
1
2
sinϑF31 +
i
2
D +
i
2f(ϑ)
σ
)
h
]
. (4.5)
Combined with LYM, completing square leads us to
LYM|Bos. + LH |Bos.
= Tr
[
1
2
F 212 +
1
2
(sinϑF23 + cosϑF31)
2 +
1
2
(
cosϑF23 − sinϑF31 − 1
2
h
)2
+
1
2
(Dµσ)
2 +
1
2
(
D +
1
f(ϑ)
σ +
i
2
h
)2]
. (4.6)
Note thatD can be trivially integrated out and this becomes semi-positive definite after that.
Since Lψ is also semi-positive definite itself, we obtain the following localized configuration:
F12 = 0, sin ϑF23 + cos ϑF31 = 0, cosϑF23 − sinϑF31 − 1
2
h = 0,
Dµσ = 0, D +
1
f(ϑ)
σ +
i
2
h = 0, sin ϑD1φ+ cosϑD2φ+ iD3φ = 0,
cos ϑD1φ− sinϑD2φ+ i∆
f(ϑ)
φ = 0, σφ = 0, F = 0. (4.7)
Remark
Originally we have taken the integral contour of D to be real. For integrating D out, we
have to change the integral contour of D from R to R − ih/2 as seen from (4.6). As we
briefly mentioned in the last of sec. 2.2, this gives the imaginary part of D and hence we
obtain the BPS configuration of the type (2.17) consistent with vortex configurations.
4.2 Away from north and south poles
First let us specify our theory to N = 2 U(N) gauge theory with Nf fundamental chiral
multiplets as a warm up. We also take ∆ = 0 for simplicity, and introduce a real mass M .
Note that since Q2 is holomorphic with respect to M + i(b + b−1)∆
2
, we can reproduce the
result for general ∆ from the one for ∆ = 0 by the analytic continuation of M . For this
case, the localized configuration is
F12 = 0, sinϑF23 + cosϑF31 = 0, cosϑF23 − sin ϑF31 − 1
2
(φφ† − χ1N) = 0,
Dµσ = 0, D +
1
f(ϑ)
(σ +M) +
i
2
(φφ† − χ1N) = 0,
sinϑD1φ+ cosϑD2φ+ iD3φ = 0, cosϑD1φ− sinϑD2φ = 0,
(σ +M)φ = 0, F = 0. (4.8)
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Away from the north and south poles, we consider only smooth solutions. Imposing the
smoothness condition, we easily find that φ should be constant. Although φ can be arbitrary
constant values as long as (σ +M)φ = 0 is satisfied, we can show that only ones such that
φφ† = χ1N has a nonzero contribution in the limit χ → ±∞ as follows. From eq. (4.8) we
explicitly write the field strength as
Fµνdx
µ ∧ dxν = d
[
(φφ† − χ)
6(b2 − b−2)f
3(ϑ)(bdϕ1 − b−1dϕ2)
]
. (4.9)
Since the gauge field then satisfies vµAµ = 0 up to gauge choice, the one-loop determi-
nant should be χ-independent and therefore χ-dependence appears only on the classical
contribution. If we have FI-term or Chern-Simons term, which is our case, then this gives
exponentially suppression factor ∼ e−|χ| and vanishes in the |χ| → ∞ limit8 except for
φφ† = χ1N .
Thus we conclude that non-vanishing smooth configuration is only the Higgs branch
solution
Fµν = 0, Dµσ = 0, (σ +M)φ = 0, φφ
† − χ1N = 0, D + 1
f(ϑ)
(σ +M) = 0. (4.10)
With explicit indices, the third equation is
σijφjA + φiBMBA = 0, (4.11)
where i, j are the gauge indices and A,B are flavor indices. Let us suppose Nf ≥ N and φiA
is the eigenvector of M with eigenvalues m1, · · · , mNf . Then this equation says that φiA is
also the eigenvector of σ with eigenvalues −ml1 , · · · ,−mlN , where (l1, · · · , lN) is a set of N
integers in (1, · · · , Nf). Thus the localized configuration is labeled by (l1, · · · , lN). Then up
to gauge and flavor rotation, we find
σi = −mli , φiA =
√
χδliA. (4.12)
One-loop determinant
Let us compute the one-loop determinant around the saddle point (4.10). The analysis in
the Coulomb branch localization is quite useful also for this purpose. Now we have three
types of fields: vector multiplet, chiral multiplets with vanishing VEV and nonzero VEV.
First two types of one-loop determinants are obtained by just taking σi = −mli in the result
of Coulomb branch since the new deformation term VH does not have any derivative terms.
The last one-loop determinant coming from the chiral multiplet with non-vanishing VEV is
nontrivial for arbitrary value of χ. However, since we can ignore the derivative terms in the
8 Strictly speaking, we take the limit χ→ −sgn(ζ + κ∑imli)∞.
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limit χ → ±∞, the one-loop determinant should be unity in this limit. Thus we conclude
that the one-loop determinants on the Higgs branch are
Z(1−loop)vec =
∏
i<j
sinh πb(mli −mlj ) sinh πb−1(mli −mlj ),
Z
(1−loop)
chi =
∏
A 6={li}
N∏
i=1
sb
(
iQ
2
+mli −mA
)
. (4.13)
For general ∆, the analytic continuation of the real masses leads us to
Z(1−loop)vec =
∏
i<j
sinh πb(mli −mlj ) sinh πb−1(mli −mlj ),
Z
(1−loop)
chi =
∏
A 6={li}
N∏
i=1
sb
(
iQ
2
(1−∆) +mli −mA
)
. (4.14)
4.3 At north and south poles
At the north and south poles, we allow singular configurations. At the north pole (ϑ = 0),
we have
F12 = 0, F31 = 0, F23 − 1
2
(φφ† − χ1N ) = 0, Dµσ = 0, (σ +M)φ = 0,
D +
1
b
σ +
i
2
(φφ† − χ1N ) = 0, D2φ+ iD3φ = 0, D1φ = 0, F = 0, (4.15)
corresponding to the vortex equation while we have at the south pole (ϑ = π/2)
F12 = 0, F23 = 0, −F31 − 1
2
(φφ† − χ1N) = 0, Dµσ = 0, (σ +M)φ = 0,
D +
1
b−1
σ +
i
2
(φφ† − χ1N ) = 0, D1φ+ iD3φ = 0, D2φ = 0, F = 0, (4.16)
corresponding to the anti-vortex equation. In the χ→ ±∞ limit, the size of the (anti-)vortex
becomes point-like. Thus we find (anti-)vortex partition function on R2×S1β with the radius9
β = 2πb−1 (2πb) and omega deformation parameter ǫ = ib−1 (ib) on the North (South) pole
as read from (2.11).
Finally let us add anti-fundamental chiral multiplets and one adjoint chiral multiplet.
One can show that fundamental, anti-fundamental and adjoint scalars cannot have VEV
simultaneously. This reflects a fact that anti-fundamental and adjoint scalars can contribute
only to the Fermionic moduli [26]. Therefore away from the north and south poles, the
one-loop determinant for each anti-fundamental or adjoint chiral multiplet with ∆ = 0 is
9 Note that the fiber direction is ϕ2 = ψ + φ (ϕ1 = ψ − φ) on the North (South) pole.
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Z
(1−loop)
chi =
∏
w∈R
sb
(
iQ
2
− w(σˆ)
)∣∣∣∣∣
σi=−mli
. (4.17)
As we will see in the next section, these multiplets nontrivially contribute to vortex partition
functions.
To summarize, as a result of our Higgs branch localization, it turns out that the whole
partition function takes the following factorized form
Z =
∑
Higgs branch
ZclassicalZ
(1−loop)
vec Z
(1−loop)
chi Z
({li})
V Z¯
({li})
V , (4.18)
where Zclassical is contributions from the CS and FI-terms at Higgs branch solution. Since we
have already obtained the explicit forms of Zclassical, Z
(1−loop)
vec and Z
(1−loop)
chi , our remaining
task is to compute the vortex partition functions Z
({li})
V and Z¯
({li})
V . In next section, we will
explicitly calculate Z
({li})
V and Z¯
({li})
V by performing localization of world line theories of the
vortices.
Remarks
It was discussed in [12] that the Coulomb branch localization formula for U(1) gauge theory
with Nf fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets exhibits the factorization only
for physical integer CS level. A counterpart of this in the Higgs branch localization is that
localization procedure itself is failed for unphysical CS level due to breaking of the gauge
symmetry. Hence we conclude that the factorization formula (4.18) is valid when effective
CS level is integer.
We have seen that the new deformation term LH in (4.2) leads us to the (anti-)vortex
configuration at the north (south) pole. If we replace the function h by −h, then we find the
vortex at the south pole and anti-vortex at the north pole. Note that the whole partition
function is invariant under this replacement since h appears only in the Q-exact term.
5 Vortex partition function and localization
In the previous section, we have seen that the new deformation term (4.2) leads us to the
(anti-)vortex at the north(south) pole on R2 × S1 as the localized configuration. In this
section we therefore compute the vortex partition function in a class of 3d N = 2 theories.
In [27], the authors have discussed that the vortex moduli space of non-Abelian gauge
theory with eight supersymmetries are determined by a brane construction and the vortex
world line theory preserves 2d N = (2, 2) type supersymmetry. Meanwhile it has turned
10 One of the easiest ways to find an expression for general R-charge ∆ is to turn on axial mass µ and
perform the analytic continuation: µ→ µ+ iQ∆/2.
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out that the moduli space of non-Abelian gauge theory is constructed in a purely field
theoretic manner [28]. Furthermore the authors in [29] have analyzed the half BPS vortices
for gauge theory with four supercharges and found that the vortices preserve the 2d N =
(0, 2) type supersymmetry. The half BPS vortex world line theory for 3d N = 2 SUSY
gauge theory preserves two supercharges, which are the dimensional reduction of N = (0, 2)
supersymmetry from two dimensions to one dimension. Thus we can evaluate partition
function of this quantum mechanics called K-theoretic vortex partition function in a similar
manner as the 5d instanton partition function [30, 31].
5.1 Vortex partition function of 3d N = 2 theory with fundamental
and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets
We take the vortex number as k for gauge field strength along R2 ⊂ R2 × S1:
k =
1
2π
∫
R2
TrNFA. (5.1)
Then the vortex quantum mechanics for 3d N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with Nf
fundamental and N¯f anti-fundamental chiral multiplets consists of the following multiplets:
• U(k) vector multiplet: (At, ϕ,D, λ+, λ¯+)
• an adjoint chiral multiplet: (B, B¯, ψ−, ψ¯−)
• fundamental chiral multiplets with Nc-flavors: (I i, I¯ i, ψi−I , ψ¯i−I ), i = 1, · · · , Nc
• anti-fundamental chiral multiplets with Nf −Nc-flavors:
(J j, J¯ j , ψj−J , ψ¯
j−
J ), j = N + 1, · · · , Nf
• fundamental Fermi multiplets with N¯f -flavors: (ψp+, ψ¯p+, F p, F p), p = 1, · · · , N¯f
The supersymmetric transformations for these fields are given by11:
δAω = − i
2
(ǫ¯+λ+ + λ¯+ǫ+), δAω¯ = 0,
δλ¯+ = ǫ¯+(D − iF12), δ(D − iF12) = −2iǫ+Dω¯λ¯+,
δλ+ = ǫ+(−D − iF12), δ(−D − iF12) = −2iǫ¯+Dω¯λ+,
(5.2)
δB = −ǫ¯+λ−, δλ− = iǫ+(2Dω¯B − εB),
δB¯ = ǫ+λ¯−, δλ¯− = −iǫ¯+(2Dω¯B¯ + εB¯),
(5.3)
δI = −ǫ¯+ψ−I , δψ−I = iǫ+(2Dω¯I − Im),
δI¯ = −ǫ+ψ¯−I , δψ¯−I = iǫ¯+(2Dω¯I¯ +mI¯),
(5.4)
11 We have performed dimensional reduction along the 2-direction in the manner of [32].
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δJ = −ǫ¯+ψ−J , δψ−J = iǫ+(2Dω¯J + Jm˜),
δJ¯ = −ǫ+ψ¯−J , δψ¯−J = iǫ¯+(2Dω¯J¯ − m˜J¯),
(5.5)
δψ+ = −ǫ¯+E + ǫ¯+F, δF = iǫ+(−2Dω¯ψ+ + M˜ψ+ + ψ−E),
δψ¯+ = −ǫ¯+E¯ + ǫ¯+F¯ , δF¯ = iǫ+(−2Dω¯ψ¯+ − ψ+M˜ + ψ¯−E),
(5.6)
where ε is the Ω-background parameter for regularizing the flat direction of the adjoint fields,
m(m˜) and M˜ are the twisted masses of the (anti-)chiral multiplets and Fermi multiplet,
respectively. Here we have omitted flavor suffix. We also define Aω :=
1
2
(A1 − iA2), Aω¯ :=
1
2
(A1 + iA2) and Dω =
1
2
(D1 − iD2), Dω¯ = 12(D1 + iD2) with A1 := At, A2 = ϕ and ∂2Φ = 0.
Roughly speaking, the mass parameters m, m˜ and M˜ in the 3d language are as follows.
• The N twisted masses m: the real masses (ml1 , · · · , mlN ) of the 3d fundamental chiral
multiplet satisfying (4.12). For simplicity, we take (l1, · · · , lN) = (1, · · · , N) in this
section.
• The (Nf −Nc) twisted masses m˜: the real masses for the 3d fundamental chiral mul-
tiplets which are not (ml1 , · · · , mlN ).
• The N¯f twisted masses M˜ : the real masses for the 3d anti-fundamental chiral multi-
plets.
We set ǫ+ = 1, ǫ¯+ = 1 in the rest of this section. Then the Lagrangian of the vortex
quantum mechanics is written in the following Q-exact manner:
Lvec = 1
2
δTrkλ¯
+(D + iF12), (5.7)
LB = δTrk
(
iB¯(2Dω + ε)λ
− − iB¯[λ+, B]) , (5.8)
LI = δ
(
iI¯(2Dω +m)ψ
−
I − iI¯λ+I
)
, (5.9)
LJ = δ
(
iJ(2Dω − m˜)ψ¯−J − iJλ+J¯
)
, (5.10)
LFermi = 1
2
δ
(
δψ+ · ψ+ + ψ+δψ¯+
)
. (5.11)
The Fayet-Iliopoulos term is also written in Q-exact form as
LFI = −iχ
2
δ
(
λ¯+ − λ+) . (5.12)
Note that the Chern-Simons term is not Q-exact but the Q-closed [33] as
LCS = 2iκTrkAω¯. (5.13)
Here κ corresponds to the bare Chern-Simons level in the three dimensions.
When we set all the mass parameters to zero, the D-term equation of the vortex quantum
mechanics gives the k-vortex moduli space:
MkN,Nf =
{
(B, I, J)
∣∣∣ [B,B†] + II¯ − J¯J = χ1k}/U(k). (5.14)
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Here χ is a positive constant. The partition function of the vortex world line is defined as
ZkV =
∫
DΨexp
(∫ β
0
dt(LCS − tδV )
)
, (5.15)
with
δV = (Lvec + LB + LI + LJ + LFermi + LFI). (5.16)
Here Ψ denotes the collection of the fields in the vortex quantum mechanics. The β is the
length of compactified circle of the world line and identified with the length of the circle
fiber on the points supporting point like (anti-)vortex in the 3d ellipsoid.
Let us evaluate the K-theoretic vortex partition function. First we drop the CS term
and we will add this later. Since the action for this case is written as the Q-exact form, we
can perform the path integral exactly via localization. Taking t→∞, the saddle points for
bosonic fields are given by zeros of supersymmetric variation (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) as
2Dω¯B − εB = 0, 2Dω¯I −mI = 0, 2Dω¯J + m˜J = 0. (5.17)
If we take the gauge fixing condition as ∂tAω¯ = 0, then (5.17) reduces to the constant matrix
valued equations, namely
[2iAω¯, B]− εB = 0, 2iAω¯I − Im, −2iJAω¯ + m˜J = 0. (5.18)
These equations are the fixed points equation for the vortex moduli space under the equiv-
ariant rotation with respect to U(1)
Nf−1
m × U(1)ε [34, 35, 36, 26]. By taking the diagonal
gauge for constant mode for Aω¯, the solutions are given by
2iAω¯,(l,i) = mi + (l − 1)ε, i = 1 · · ·N, l = 1, · · · , ki. (5.19)
The fixed points are classified by N -tuple non-negative integers (k1, · · · , kN) with
∑N
i=1 ki =
k, where ki is vorticity for i-th diagonal U(1) ⊂ U(N). By applying the localization formula
[37], the one-loop determinant around the fixed point labeled by (k1, · · · , kN) is given by
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V =
∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1
∏kj
l˜=1
Det(∂t + 2iAω¯,(l,i) − 2iAω¯(l˜,j))∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1
∏kj
l˜=1
Det(∂t + 2iAω¯,(l,i) − 2iAω¯,(l˜,j) − ε)
×
∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
p=1
∏ki
l=1Det(∂t − 2iAω¯,(l,i) −Mp)∏N
i′,j′=1
∏ki′
l′=1Det(∂t + 2iAω¯,(l′,i′) +mj′)
∏N
i′=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki′
l′=1Det(∂t − 2iAω¯,(l′,i′) − m˜j)
.
(5.20)
Here the denominator, the numerators in the first and second lines come from the one-
loop determinants of (5.7)-(5.10), ghost and Fermi multiplet, respectively. The functional
determinant on the circle with radius β is evaluated as
Det(∂t + a) = 2 sinh
βa
2
. (5.21)
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Then, (5.20) becomes
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V =
∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1
∏kj
l˜=1
2 sinh β
2
(mj,i + (l − l˜)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1
∏kj
l˜=1
2 sinh β
2
(mj,i + (l − l˜ − 1)ε)
×
∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
=
∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
.
(5.22)
Here we define mij as
mj,i =


mi −mj, (i, j ∈ {1, · · ·N})
mi − m˜j, (i ∈ {1, · · ·N}, j ∈ {N + 1, · · ·Nf})
mi − M˜j, (i ∈ {1, · · ·N}, j ∈ {1, · · · N¯f}).
(5.23)
Next we consider the Chern-Simons term contribution. The CS term at the fixed point
labeled by (k1, · · · , kN) is evaluated as
e2iκ
∫
TrAω¯
∣∣∣
fixed point
= e
(
iκβ
∑N
i=1
∑ki
l=1 2Aω¯,(l,i)
)
= e
(
βκ
∑N
i=1
[
kimi+ε
ki(ki−1)
2
])
. (5.24)
Therefore, up to over all sign, the K-theoretic vortex partition function for 3d N = 2
U(N) Chern-Simons-matter theory with Nf -fundamental and N¯f anti-fundamental chiral
multiplets is given by
ZV =
∑
{ki}
(
N∏
i=1
zkii
)
e
(
βκ
∑N
i=1
[
kimi+ε
ki(ki−1)
2
])
∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)
.
(5.25)
Here we denoted the 3d complexified FI-parameters as zi.
Remarks
In this section we have computed the K-theoretic vortex partition function by using the
vortex quantum mechanics. One might expect that we can compute the vortex partition
function also in terms of equivariant character. However, there is an important difference
between the results obtained by the vortex quantum mechanics and equivariant character.
Naively, the K-theoretic vortex partition function can be obtained also from the equivariant
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character
∑
i±eωi,p by the replacement
∑
i±eωi,p →
∑
p
∏
i(1 − eωi,p)∓1 as in the case of
K-theoretic instanton partition function. Here p denotes a fixed point under equivariant
U(1)
Nf−1
m × U(1)ε action and ωi,p denotes the equivariant weight at the point p. If we
consider N¯f = 0 for simplicity, then the equivariant character of tangent space TMkN,Nf of
the vortex moduli space at the fixed point labeled by (k1, · · · , kN) is
ch(TMkN,Nf ) =
N∑
i′,i=1
e−βmi,i′
ki∑
l=1
e−β(l−1−ki′ )ε +
N∑
i=1
Nf∑
j=N+1
ki∑
l=1
e−β(mi,j−(l−1)ε). (5.26)
Then the one-loop determinant from the equivariant character is given by
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
equi-ch =
1∏N
i,i′=1
∏ki
l=1
(
1− e−β(mi′,i+(l−1−ki′)ε)∏Ni=1∏Nfj=N+1∏kil=1 (1− e−β(mi,j−(l−1)ε)) .
(5.27)
Note that this expression differs from the quantum mechanics result (5.22). The precise
relation between them is given by
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V =
(
N∏
i,j=1
ki∏
l=1
e−
β
2
(mj,i+(l−1−kj)ε)
) N∏
i=1
Nf∏
j=N+1
ki∏
l=1
e−
β
2
(mi,j−(l−1)ε)

Z(k1,··· ,kN )equi-ch .(5.28)
We emphasize that the vortex partition function Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V obtained from the quantum me-
chanics matches the K-theoretic vortex partition function appearing in the partition function
on the 3d ellipsoid. It is interesting if we can find some physical reasons for this.
In the two dimensional limit β → 0, the leading behavior of β for the both K-theoretic
vortex partition functions is the same as follows:
lim
β→0
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V ∼
∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
j=1
∏ki
l=1(mj,i + (l − 1)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
.
(5.29)
This correctly reproduces the vortex partition function for the N = (2, 2) supersymmetric
gauge theory with Nf fundamental and N¯f anti-fundamental chiral multiplets.
5.2 Vortex partition function of 3d N = 2∗ SYM with fundamental
hyper multiplets
Next we consider vortex partition function of real mass deformation of 3d N = 4 U(N)
supersymmetric gauge theory, whose supersymmetry is often referred to as N = 2∗. We take
the matter multiplets as Nf fundamental hyper multiplets. The vortex world line theory
preserves four supercharges which are the dimensional reduction of 2d N = (2, 2) type SUSY
to one dimension. The Lagrangian consists of N = (2, 2) U(k) vector multiplet, an adjoint
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chiral multiplet, whose lowest component is given by B, fundamental chiral multiplets with
N -flavors, whose lowest component is I and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets with Nf -
flavors whose lowest component is J . We take the real mass parameter for three dimensional
N = 2 adjoint chiral multiplet as m∗. Then the N = (2, 2) multiplets split to the N = (0, 2)
multiplets.
Since the supersymmetric variations and Lagrangians of these multiplets can be written
in similar manner as the previous subsection, we do not repeat this here. The fixed point
condition for this theory is the same as (5.18):
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V =
∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(m∗ +mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
×
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(m∗ +mi,j − (l − 1)ε)∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
. (5.30)
In the 2d limit β → 0, the leading behavior reproduces the vortex partition function for
N = (2, 2)∗ supersymmetric gauge theory considered in [20] as
lim
β→0
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V ∼
∏N
i,j
∏ki
l=1(m
∗ +mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)∏N
i,j
∏ki
l=1(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
×
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1(m
∗ +mi,j − (l − 1)ε)∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
. (5.31)
When the real mass parameter m∗ goes to zero, the supersymmetry of the 3d theory
enhances to N = 4. Then the one-loop determinant (5.30) becomes
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V
∣∣∣
m∗=0
= 1. (5.32)
The k-vortex partition function ZkV is given by
ZkV
∣∣∣
m∗=0
=
∑
k1+···+kN=k
1. (5.33)
This agrees with the number of possible configurations, where k D1-branes ended on the N
D3-branes in the type IIB brane construction of vortices in the 3d N = 4 gauge theory [27].
On the other hand when m∗ goes to infinity, the leading asymptotic behavior becomes
Z
(k1,··· ,kN )
V ∼
1∏N
i,j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mj,i + (l − 1− kj)ε)
× 1∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=N+1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh
β
2
(mi,j − (l − 1)ε)
. (5.34)
This agrees with the one-loop determinant of the vortex partition function without the
adjoint and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets. Note that factorization in 3d theory with
any adjoint matter have not been derived from the Coulomb branch localization yet. Hence
we conjecture that the partition function of the mass deformed N = 4 SUSY gauge theory
is factorized to the product of vortex partition function (5.30) and its anti-vortex partner.
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6 Supersymmetric Wilson loop
Let us consider BPS Wilson loop on the ellipsoid. We define the supersymmetric Wilson
loop in the representation R as
WR(C) = TrRP exp
(∮
C
dτ(iAµx˙
µ + σ|x˙|)
)
, (6.1)
where C is the contour of the Wilson loop parametrized by τ and x˙µ = dxµ/dτ . In [5], the
author has argued that the Wilson loop preserves two supercharges when the contour C is
ϕ2(τ) = b
−2ϕ1(τ) + Const., ϑ = Const.( 6= 0, π/2). (6.2)
Note that this contour becomes the closed loop with a torus knot iff b2 is a rational number.
For the Coulomb branch localization, the VEV of Wilson loop is given by
〈WR(C)〉 = 〈TrRU〉, with U = diag(e2πσ
(0)
1 , · · · , e2πσ(0)N ). (6.3)
For our Higgs branch localization, the contour C cycles around the north and south poles.
Noting ∮
around pole
Aµdx
µ = βn, (6.4)
we find that the (unnormalized) VEV is the insertion of
TrRU, with U = diag(e
−2πml1+2πib
−1n1+2πibn¯1, · · · , e−2πmlN+2πib−1nN+2πibn¯N ). (6.5)
to the vortex and anti-vortex partition functions. We find that the Wilson loop expecta-
tion value are symmetric under the interchange between the north and south pole values:
(ib, n) ↔ (ib−1, n¯). This is consistent with the observation that the Wilson loops act on
holomorphic blocks and anti-holomorphic blocks in the same way [16].
7 Some examples
In this section we provide some interesting examples for the ellipsoid case. As we have
argued above, we identify the S1 radius β and omega background parameter ε in the vortex
partition functions with the fiber radius and angular rotation parameter read from (2.11) in
the 3d set up, respectively. Therefore throughout all examples, we take
β = 2πb−1, ε = ib−1, at north pole (θ = 0) , (7.1)
β = 2πb, ε = ib, at sorth pole (θ = π) . (7.2)
Furthermore as we will see later, we have to take the equivariant masses in the vortex
partition function differently from the ones in the 3d N = 2 theories as mi → mi + ε/2 (i =
1, · · · , N) and mj → mi− ε/2 (j = N +1, · · · , Nf). Although similar mass shifts have been
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observed in instanton partition function of 4d N = 2∗ theory on S4 [38], we have not found
its physical interpretation yet. It is interesting if we find any physical origin of this shift.
Also, since Z
{li}
V and Z¯
{li}
V are interchanged under b→ b−1 with each other,
Z
{li}
V = Z¯
{li}
V
∣∣∣
b→b−1
, Z¯
{li}
V = Z
{li}
V
∣∣∣
b→b−1
, (7.3)
we will explicitly write down only Z¯
{li}
V in all examples.
7.1 U(1) gauge theories
7.1.1 U(1) gauge theory with 2Nf fundamental chiral multiplets
Let us consider U(1) gauge theory with 2Nf fundamental chiral multiplets of charge +1,
which is called “chiral theory” in [12]. Here we take even number fundamental chiral mul-
tiplets since otherwise we have the parity anomaly. The total expression of the partition
function with ∆ = 0 is
Z =
2Nf∑
i=1
e−2πiζmi
2Nf∏
A 6=i
sb
(
iQ
2
+ EAi
)
Z
(i)
V Z¯
(i)
V , (7.4)
where Eji = −(mj −mi) and
Z¯
(i)
V =
∞∑
n=0
e−2πζbn∏n
l=1 2 sinh πib
2(l − 1− n)∏nl=1∏2Nfj 6=i 2 sinh πb(Eji + ilb) . (7.5)
We can check12 that the above vortex partition functions agree with the one obtained from
explicit evaluation of the Coulomb branch formula [12]. Note that our vortex (anti-vortex)
partition function corresponds to the anti-vortex (vortex) partition function called in [12].
While the Coulomb branch localization cannot distinguish whether which is the vortex or
anti-vortex, this is manifest in the Higgs branch localization. Of course this difference is
physically irrelevant since the total expression is given by the product of the vortex and
anti-vortex partition functions. Indeed we can also find the vortex (anti-vortex) at the south
(north) pole if we took h in (4.2) as h→ −h as we have noted in the last of sec. 4.
In order to obtain a result with general R-charge, we should replace mi by mi + i∆Q/2:
Z =
2Nf∑
i=1
e−2πiζ(mi+i∆Q/2)
2Nf∏
A 6=i
sb
(
iQ
2
+ EAi
)
Z
(i)
V Z¯
(i)
V , (7.6)
where Z¯
(i)
V is the same as (7.5).
12 Note that our convention for the mass is related to the one in [12] by mi = −µi/2.
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7.1.2 U(1) gauge theory with Nf fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral mul-
tiplets
Next we consider U(1) gauge theory with Nf fundamental of charge +1 with mass µA+mA
and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets of charge −1 with mass µA −mA, which is referred
to as “non-chiral theory” in [12]. The total partition function for ∆ = 0 is given by
Z =
Nf∑
i=1
e−2πiζ(µi+mi)
sb
(− iQ
2
+ Cii
) Nf∏
A 6=i
sb
(
iQ
2
+DAi
)
sb
(− iQ
2
+ CAi
)Z(i)V Z¯(i)V , (7.7)
where Dji = −(µj +mj − µi −mi), Cji = −(µj −mj − µi −mi) and
Z¯
(i)
V =
∞∑
n=0
e−2πζbn
∏n
l=1
∏Nf
j=1 2 sinh πb(Cji + (l − 1)ib)∏n
l=1 2 sinh πib
2(l − 1− n)∏nl=1∏Nfj 6=i 2 sinh πb(Dji + ilb) , (7.8)
which agrees with the result of [12].
Making the analytic continuation mi → mi + iQ∆/2 leads us to the general ∆ formula:
Z =
Nf∑
i=1
e−2πiζ(µi+mi+iQ∆/2)
sb
(− iQ
2
(1− 2∆) + Cii
) Nf∏
A 6=i
sb
(
iQ
2
+DAi
)
sb
(− iQ
2
(1− 2∆) + CAi
)Z(i)V Z¯(i)V , (7.9)
where
Z¯
(i)
V =
∞∑
n=0
e−2πζbn
∏n
l=1
∏Nf
j=1 2 sinh πb(Cji + iQ∆+ (l − 1)ib)∏n
l=1 2 sinh πib
2(l − 1− n)∏nl=1∏Nfj 6=i 2 sinh πb(Dji + ilb) . (7.10)
7.2 U(N) gauge theories
7.2.1 U(N) gauge theory with with 2Nf fundamental chiral multiplets
Next we extend the setup in sec. 7.1.2 to U(N) gauge group. The whole part of the partition
function is
Z =
∑
(l1,··· ,lN )⊂(1,··· ,2Nf )
e−2πiζ
∑
i(mli+i∆Q/2)
∏
i<j
[
sinh (πbElilj) sinh (πb
−1Elilj )
]
×
N∏
i=1
2Nf∏
A 6={li}
sb
(
iQ
2
+ EAli
)
Z
{li}
V Z¯
{li}
V , (7.11)
where Z¯
{li}
V is
Z¯
{li}
V =
∑
{ki}
∏N
i=1 e
−2πζbki∏N
i,j
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Elj li + (l − 1− kj)ib)
∏N
i=1
∏2Nf
j 6={li}
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Ejli + ilb)
.
(7.12)
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7.2.2 U(N) gauge theory with Nf fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral mul-
tiplets
Let us consider the non-chiral theory with U(N) gauge group studied in sec. 7.1.1 for U(1)
case. Similar consideration leads us to the following total partition function:
Z =
∑
(l1,··· ,lN )⊂(1,··· ,Nf )
e−2πiξ
∑
i(µli+mli+i∆Q/2)
∏
i<j
[
sinh (πbDlilj ) sinh (πb
−1Dlilj )
]
×
N∏
i=1
∏Nf
A 6={li}
sb
(
iQ
2
+DAli
)
∏Nf
j=1 sb
(− iQ
2
(1− 2∆) + Cjli
)Z{li}V Z¯{li}V , (7.13)
where
Z¯
{li}
V =
∑
{ki}
(∏N
i=1 e
−2πζbki
)∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Cj,li + iQ∆+ (l − 1)ib)∏N
i,j
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Dlj ,li + (l − 1− kj)ib)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j 6={li}
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Dj,li + ilb)
.
(7.14)
7.2.3 U(N) gauge theory with Nf fundamental and N¯f anti-fundamental chiral
multiplets
Here we extend the previous two examples to arbitrary numbers of the fundamental and
anti-fundamental chiral multiplets. Note that Nf − N¯f must be even number in order to
keep the theory gauge invariant13. The whole partition function is
Z =
∑
(l1,··· ,lN )⊂(1,··· ,Nf )
e−2πiξ
∑
i(µli+mli+i∆Q/2)
∏
i<j
[
sinh (πbDlilj ) sinh (πb
−1Dlilj )
]
×
N∏
i=1
∏Nf
A 6={li}
sb
(
iQ
2
+DAli
)
∏N¯f
j=1 sb
(− iQ
2
(1− 2∆) + Cjli
)Z{li}V Z¯{li}V , (7.15)
with
Z¯
{li}
V =
∑
{ki}
(∏N
i=1 e
−2πζbki
)∏N
i=1
∏N¯f
j=1
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Cj,li + iQ∆+ (l − 1)ib)∏N
i,j
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Dlj ,li + (l − 1− kj)ib)
∏N
i=1
∏Nf
j 6={li}
∏ki
l=1 2 sinh πb(Dj,li + ilb)
.
(7.16)
We emphasize that the factorization of this theory except Nf = N¯f and N¯f = 0 has not
been obtained from the Coulomb branch localization formula.
8 Superconformal index
Let us consider the 3d superconformal index, or equivalently the partition function on S1×S2,
whose Coulomb branch representation has been obtained in [7, 4]. Explicit evaluations of the
13 If we add the CS term, the CS level must be integer for even Nf − N¯f and half odd for odd Nf − N¯f .
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matrix integrals show that “chiral theory” and “non-chiral theory” exhibit the factorization
(1.1) in terms of the vortex partition functions [15] as in the 3d ellipsoid case.
The metric and orthogonal frame on S1 × S2 are given by
ds2 = dτ 2 +R2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2), e1 = dτ, e2 = Rdθ, e3 = R sin θdϕ, (8.1)
where τ ∼ τ + βR. Killing spinors on this manifold satisfy
Dµǫ = − 1
2R
γµγ1ǫ, Dµǫ¯ =
1
2R
γµγ1ǫ¯, (8.2)
which are solved by
ǫ =
1√
2
e−τ/2R
(
−e i2 (θ−ϕ)
e
i
2
(−θ−ϕ)
)
, ǫ =
1√
2
eτ/2R
(
e
i
2
(−θ+ϕ)
e
i
2
(θ+ϕ)
)
. (8.3)
Note that these solutions satisfy the following twisted boundary condition:
ǫ(τ + βR) = e−
β
2 ǫ(τ), ǫ¯(τ + βR) = e+
β
2 ǫ¯(τ). (8.4)
In order to construct supersymmtric field theory with ǫ and ǫ¯, we should impose such twisted
boundary conditions also for fields. Noting quantum numbers of ǫ and ǫ¯ as
R(ǫ) = +ǫ, j3(ǫ) = −1
2
ǫ, Fi(ǫ) = 0,
R(ǫ¯) = −ǫ¯, j3(ǫ¯) = +1
2
ǫ¯, Fi(ǫ¯) = 0, (8.5)
we can understand the boundary conditions as
ǫ(τ + βR) = e(−R−j3)β1+j3β2+FiMiǫ(τ), ǫ¯(τ + βR) = e(−R−j3)β1+j3β2+FiMi ǫ¯(τ), (8.6)
where β = β1 + β2. Thus if we impose these conditions also for fields as
(fields)τ+βR = e
(−R−j3)β1+j3β2+FiMi(fields)τ , (8.7)
then we can construct consistent supersymmetric field theory on S1×S2. It is known that the
partition function with such boundary conditions becomes so-called superconformal index:
I = Tr
[
(−1)Fe−β1(H−R−j3)e−β2(H+j3)
∏
i
e−FiMi
]
. (8.8)
Let us compute the index by using the Higgs branch localization14. Here we consider the
N = 2 theory with Nf fundamental chiral multiplets15. For the Coulomb branch localization,
the authors in [4] have taken the deformation terms as (2.13) plus (2.20), which are the same
14 In the rest of this section we take R = 1. As in the ellipsoid case, we can easily recover R-dependence.
15 One can derive similar results on the other theories as we have explicitly discussed in the ellipsoid case.
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as the Ellipsoid case up to the difference between Killing spinor equations (see appendix. B
for detail). For our Higgs branch localization, we further add the following deformation term
LH = QTr
[(ǫ†λ− ǫ¯†λ¯)h
2i
]
. (8.9)
Again completing the bosonic part of LYM + LH leads us to
LYM|Bos. + LH |Bos.
= Tr
[1
4
(V1 + cos θh)
2 +
1
4
(V2 − sin θh)2 + 1
4
V 23
+
1
4
(V¯1 + cos θh)
2 +
1
4
(V¯2 + sin θh)
2 +
1
4
V¯ 23 +
1
2
(D + ih)2
]
, (8.10)
where
Vµˆ =
1
2
ǫµˆνˆρˆF
νˆρˆ −Dµˆσ + δµˆ1σ, V¯µˆ = 1
2
ǫµˆνˆρˆF
νˆρˆ +Dµˆσ + δµˆ1σ, (8.11)
and µˆ, νˆ and ρˆ are orthogonal frame indices. Combined with Lψ, the localized configuration
is given by
D1φ = 0, F = 0, sin
θ
2
D−φ+ cos
θ
2
(σ +M +∆)φ = 0,
cos
θ
2
D+φ+ sin
θ
2
(σ +M −∆)φ = 0, (8.12)
V1 + cos θh = 0, V2 − sin θh = 0, V3 = 0,
V¯1 + cos θh = 0, V¯2 + sin θh = 0, V¯3 = 0, (8.13)
which includes the Higgs branch solution as in the ellipsoid case. In particular at the north
pole (θ = 0), we have
F12 = 0, F31 = 0, F23 + σ + h = 0, Dµσ = 0, (σ +M)φ = 0,
D + ih = 0, D2φ− iD3φ = 0, D1φ = 0, F = 0, (8.14)
corresponding to the vortex equation, while we have at the south pole (θ = π)
F12 = 0, F31 = 0, F23 + σ − h = 0, Dµσ = 0, (σ +M)φ = 0,
D + ih = 0, D2φ+ iD3φ = 0, D1φ = 0, F = 0, (8.15)
which is the anti-vortex equation.
We again compute the one-loop determinant except the north and south poles by using
the index theorem and the result on the Coulomb branch localization. Noting (see [4] for
detail)
Q2 = iLv + i(ivµAµ + σǫ¯ǫ) + iR+ iβ−1[(−R− j3)β1 + j3β2], (8.16)
with
v = ∂τ − iβ−1∂ϕ, (8.17)
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we find
Z
(1−loop)
chi =
Nf∏
A 6={lj}
N∏
j=1
( ∞∏
r=0
1− x2r+2−∆eiβ(Mlj−MA)
1− x2r+∆e−iβ(Mlj−MA)
)
,
Z(1−loop)vec =
∏
i 6=j
[
2 sinh
( i
2
β(Mli −Mlj )
)]
, (8.18)
where x = e−β2 . Note that for ∆ = 0 case, this agrees with the perturbative part of the
factorized form found in [15].
At the north and south poles, we have the vortex and anti-vortex, respectively. From
(8.16), we identify the equivariant parameter as ǫ = 2β2β
−1 for the both cases. Thus we
reach to the desired vortex partition function:
Z
{iα}
V
(
0, z, β, 2β2β
−1, iMiα +
ǫ
2
, iMj 6=iα −
ǫ
2
)
=
∑
n1,··· ,nNc
Nc∏
α=1
(−1)Nfnαznα∏Nc
β=1
∏nα
l=1 2 sinh
β(iMiα,iβ+2β2(l−1−nβ))
2
1∏nα
l=1
∏2Nf
j=1(6={iα})
2 sinh
β(iMj,iα+2β2)
2
.
(8.19)
This also matches with the vortex part of the factorized form obtained from the Coulomb
branch localization formula [15].
9 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the factorization of the N = 2 partition functions on the
three-dimensional ellipsoid and S1×S2. While the previous studies [12, 13, 15] have found the
factorization by explicitly evaluating the Coulomb branch matrix integrals, we have directly
derived this by performing the Higgs branch localization and given the physical interpre-
tations of property of the holomorphic block in the language of the original setup. It has
turned out that the factorization occurs also for the cases which have not been found so far.
More concretely, we have derived the factorization for the N = 2 U(N) theory with arbitrary
number of the fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets and mass deformation of
N = 4 SQCD. We emphasize that this is the first observation of the factorization for theory
with adjoint matter. Furthermore we have also discussed that the supersymmetric Wilson
loop with the torus knot [5] has also the factorization property in arbitrary representation.
Some obvious applications of our work are to consider other BPS observables and other
3d spaces. For example we have not discussed BPS vortex loops, whose Coulomb branch
representations have been already found in [4, 39]. Along the latter direction, there are works
of Coulomb branch localization on the bi-axially squashed lens space [40] and a subspace of
the round sphere with Dirichlet boundary condition [41]. In particular the authors in [19]
have argued that the factorization property is a useful criterion to determine relative phases
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among contributions from different holonomies. Therefore it is attractive if we directly derive
the factorization by using the Higgs branch localization. The application to the space with
the boundary is more challenging and very interesting.
While we have treated single U(N) gauge group with fundamental matters and with anti-
fundamental matters, it is possible to consider generalizations to the theories with matters in
more complicated representations of a gauge group or quiver gauge theories. In these cases,
BPS (anti-)vortex equations appeared at north (south) pole are replaced by half (anti-)BPS
equations for these theories. Then it is expected that the partition function of the zero
mode theory for half (anti-)BPS equations describes (anti-)holomorphic parts of factorized
partition function in three dimensions. It is interesting to study the structure of the moduli
space of such BPS equations and localization of partition function of the zero mode theory.
Finally we mention to possible insights to string/M-theory. As well known it is expected
that N = 3 circle quiver Chern-Simons matter (CSM) theory is dual to M-theory on certain
background as represented by the ABJ(M) theory [42]. Although we have not treated this
class of theories here, it is highly illuminating if we can relate the factorization property to
recent significant progress on partition functions [43, 44, 45, 46] and BPS Wilson loops [47]
in the N = 3 quiver CSM on the round sphere. Since the vortex partition function, or holo-
morphic block, can be understood from state counting, it is very interesting to understand
the novel Airy function behavior [44] from this perspective. Furthermore it would be worth
to investigate connection of geometric engineering of the vortex partition function [48, 36]
to the relation [47, 43] between the ABJ(M) theory and topological string on local P1 × P1.
This point of view might be evocative of the Ooguri-Strominger-Vafa relation [49], [50]:
ZBH = |Ztop|2. (9.1)
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A Conventions for spinors
Clifford algebra is given by
{γµ, γν} = 2gµν , (A.1)
The gamma matrix γµ with the curved space index is defined by γµ = γae
a
µ with the Pauli
matrix γa and vielbein e
a
µ. We also define spinor contraction as
ψ¯ψ = ψ¯αCαβψ
β, ψ¯γµψ = ψ¯αCαβ(γ
µ)βγψ
γ , (A.2)
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where
C = −iγ2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. (A.3)
Then for Grassmann-odd spinors ψ and ψ¯, we have
ψ¯ψ = ψψ¯, ψ¯γµψ = −ψγµψ¯, (γµψ¯)ψ = −ψ¯γµψ. (A.4)
Also we distinguish the above component notation from a matrix notation such that,
ψ¯ψ = ψ¯TCψ, ψ¯γµψ = ψ¯TCγµψ. (A.5)
In particular noting ǫ = C−1ǫ¯∗, ǫ¯ = Cǫ∗ for S3b , we find the relation
ǫ†γµλ = (ǫ∗)Tλ = (Cǫ∗)TCγµλ = (ǫ¯γµλ),
ǫ¯†γµλ¯ = (Cǫ∗)†γµλ¯ = ǫTCTγµλ¯ = −(ǫγµλ¯),
ǫ†λ = (Cǫ∗)TCλ = (ǫ¯λ),
ǫ¯†λ¯ = (Cǫ∗)†λ¯ = ǫTCTλ = −(ǫλ¯),
(A.6)
ǫ†ǫ = 1 = ǫ¯†ǫ¯, ǫ†γ1ǫ = cosϑ = −ǫ¯†γ1ǫ¯, ǫ†γ2ǫ = − sinϑ = −ǫ¯†γ2ǫ¯,
ǫ†γ3ǫ = 0 = ǫ¯
†γ3ǫ¯, ǫ
†ǫ¯ = 0.
(A.7)
B Supersymmetry on 3d curved manifold
The supersymmetry transformation is generated by supercharges with the Killing spinors on
each geometry satisfying
Dµǫ = γµǫ˜, Dµǫ¯ = γµ˜¯ǫ. (B.1)
For S3b , the covariant derivative is defined by turning on a background U(1) gauge field
V = 1
2
(1 − b
f
)dϕ1 +
1
2
(1 − b−1
f
)dϕ2 additionally. These expressions for S
3
b and S
1 × S2 are
explicitly given by
ǫ˜ =
i
2Rf(ϑ)
ǫ, ˜¯ǫ =
i
2Rf(ϑ)
ǫ¯, for S3b , (B.2)
ǫ˜ = − 1
2R
γ1ǫ, ˜¯ǫ =
1
2R
γ1ǫ¯, for S
1 × S2. (B.3)
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B.1 Vector multiplet
We introduce supersymmetric transformation for the N = 2 vector multiplet as
δAµ =
i
2
(ǫ¯γµλ− λ¯γµǫ),
δσ =
1
2
(ǫ¯λ− λ¯ǫ),
δλ = −1
2
γµνǫFµν −Dǫ+ iγµǫDµσ + 2i
3
σγµDµǫ,
δλ¯ = −1
2
γµν ǫ¯Fµν +Dǫ¯− iγµǫ¯Dµσ − 2i
3
σγµDµǫ¯,
δD = − i
2
ǫ¯γµDµλ− i
2
Dµλ¯γ
µǫ+
i
2
[ǫ¯λ, σ] +
i
2
[λ¯ǫ, σ]− i
6
(Dµǫ¯γ
µλ+ λ¯γµDµǫ),
(B.4)
When we decompose it into δ = δǫ + δǫ¯, these commutators generate the following algebra
[δǫ, δǫ′](Any) = 0, [δǫ¯, δǫ¯′](Any) = 0,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]Aµ = iv
ν∂νAµ + i∂µv
νAν −DµΛ,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]σ = iv
µ∂µσ + i[Λ, σ] + ρσ,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]λ = iv
µ∂µλ+
i
4
Θµνγ
µνλ+ i[Λ, λ] +
3
2
ρλ + αλ+ αλ,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]λ¯ = iv
µ∂µλ¯+
i
4
Θµνγ
µν λ¯+ i[Λ, λ¯] +
3
2
ρλ¯− αλ¯,−αλ¯,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]D = iv
µ∂µD + i[Λ, D] + 2ρD +W,
(B.5)
where
vµ = ǫ¯γµǫ, Θµν = D[µvν] + vλωµνλ ,
Λ = vµiAµ + σǫ¯ǫ, ρ =
i
3
(ǫ¯γµDµǫ+Dµǫ¯γ
µǫ),
α =
i
3
(Dµǫ¯γ
µǫ− ǫ¯γµDµǫ) + vµVµ, W = 1
3
σ(ǫ¯γµγνDµDνǫ− ǫγµγνDµDν ǫ¯).
(B.6)
Here Vµ is the background U(1) gauge field and ω
µν
λ is the spin connection. As long as we
consider S3b and S
1×S2, one easily finds thatW and ρ vanish. Since the algebra generates the
translation, Lorentz rotation, R-symmetry rotation and gauge transformation, the algebra
closes off-shell.
From δ = δǫ + δǫ¯, we construct “fermionic“ supercharge Qα and Q¯α as
δǫ = ǫ
αQα, δǫ¯ = ǫ¯
αQ¯α. (B.7)
Then we introduce fermionic operators Q as
Q = i(ǫαQα + ǫ¯
αQ¯α) (B.8)
with the “commuting“ spinors ǫ and ǫ¯.
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B.2 Chiral multiplet
Supersymmetry transformation for the N = 2 chiral multiplet is given by
δφ = ǫ¯ψ
δφ¯ = ǫψ¯
δψ = iγµǫDµφ+ iǫσφ +
2∆i
3
γµDµǫφ + ǫ¯F
δψ¯ = iγµǫ¯Dµφ¯+ iφ¯σǫ¯+
2∆i
3
φ¯γµDµǫ¯+ F¯ ǫ
δF = ǫ(iγµDµψ − iσψ − iλφ) + i
3
(2∆− 1)Dµǫγµψ
δF¯ = ǫ¯(iγµDµψ¯ − iψ¯σ + iφ¯λ¯) + i
3
(2∆− 1)Dµǫ¯γµψ¯,
(B.9)
The commutators generate the following algebra
[δǫ, δǫ′](Any) = 0, [δǫ¯, δǫ¯′](Any) = 0,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]φ = iv
µ∂µφ+ iΛφ+∆ρφ−∆αφ,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]φ¯ = iv
µ∂µφ¯− iφ¯Λ +∆ρφ¯ +∆αφ¯,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]ψ = iv
µ∂µψ +
1
4
Θµνγ
µνψ + iΛψ +
(
∆+
1
2
)
ρψ + (1−∆)αψ,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]ψ¯ = iv
µ∂µψ¯ +
1
4
Θµνγ
µνψ¯ − iψ¯Λ +
(
∆+
1
2
)
ρψ¯ + (∆− 1)αψ¯,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]F = iv
µ∂µF + iΛF + (∆ + 1)ρF + (2−∆)αF,
[δǫ, δǫ¯]F¯ = iv
µ∂µF¯ − iF¯Λ + (∆ + 1)ρF¯ + (∆− 2)αF¯ ,
(B.10)
One can easily show that this algebra also closes off-shell.
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